What We Have Done Last Week :: Team

Last week we have worked on mostly on prototype. Our aim is to reach requirements that has provided to us at the beginning of the week. We have really worked hard on prototype. We have implemented all the pieces as we described in our methods.

What We Will Do Next Week :: Team

Next week we have much work to do. We will improve our prototype and will add some new features. There are too much work to do but mainly we will focus on wap services, clustering algorithm and implementation of chat window.

What We Have Done Last Week :: Individual

M.Arif Uğurel

This week mainly I have dealt with our early prototype. I have worked on background of jsp pages. I mainly worked on chat part which “Smack” has used. I have designed chat window and also the data flow behind the program. Addition to this I have work on some minor changes like index.jsp, css etc.

Ruslan Abdulla ::

This week I dealted with mainly in client side. For this I used Jsp and Javascript coding and integrated those. For user convenience, I made some input controls in registration page before submitting information to the database. Moreover, integrating javascript and jsp forms I controlled chat page for refreshing the content to get incoming messages from the expert.

Buğra Hasbek ::

Last week we created a prototype and made a demo. Our jsp pages were not as good as we wanted because we had a strict deadline so we need to hurry. This week I worked on jsp pages’ cleanup. This is a list of what I did:

- I rewrite some codes more modularly. Now our codes are more similar to what we designed in class diagrams.
- I fixed some bugs.
- I read some tutorials about wap pages.
This week I start to deal with Ajax applications. For this I try some sample Ajax applications and try to adapt them to our project. Moreover, try to call JavaScript code from Jsp code and vice versa. However I did not get success in this issue.